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 1 Introduction 

Reputation is for politicians what a product is for a company. The more prominent a politician is the 

more fragile his or hers reputation becomes. It extends to their personal life which means everything 

a politician does ads to their reputation. Where they eat, what they drive and who they know in both 

their personal and political are continuously evaluated by the media and the public. One could say 

they are in a perpetual state of relationship marketing. Making use of all kinds of media in order to 

gain control over ones own media image and reputation is an important political skill. Before social 

media there were fewer venues for politicians to cultivate their image and build their reputation, and 

most such channels were mediated by journalists and content providers. The introduction of social 

media in politics opens new venues for discussion and profiling, and these new venues serve as a 

more direct channel to voters.  

 

The media landscape has changed, and it is therefore important to study in what manners politicians 

make use of social media. Our study focuses on politicians’ use of social media in the forms of 

blogs, facebook and Twitter. We have investigated politicians’ reputation building by studying 

social media activity of every Member of Parliament in Sweden during a three week period in the 

spring of 2011. In order to study politicians’ use of social media, it is necessary to define and 

catalogue what constitutes social media as well as how it is used. Thus, our contributions lie in 

analysis of the specific Swedish context as well as in developing general methodology for 

investigating social media and politicians’ social media presence.  

 

Engaging the public in participatory democracy as well as deliberative democracy can now be done 

with the help of social media. Are Swedish members of parliament present in social media in the 

eyes of an average citizen, and if they are, how so? Our results indicate that roughly 50 percent of 

the members of parliament in Sweden blog, roughly 75 percent have a facebook account and 

roughly 20 percent Twitter. These numbers show that social media has still not been fully adopted 

as a means of communication for the members of Swedish parliament. Furthermore, many members 

of parliament make use of their respective parties’ information publishing systems, or publish 

material such as press releases or bills/proposals. It is questionable whether these kinds of postings 

should count as use social media or an adaption of traditional media into a new context. 

 

 

 

 

 



 1.2 Background 

In 1997 the Swedish government launched an investigation named Demokratiutredning [1]. The 

results of the investigation called for more participatory and deliberative democracy. This was 

partially to counter act declining electoral votes. With Web 2.0, new tools emerged to help 

politicians and citizens come closer according to Tim Berners-Lee’s original vision for the Internet: 

“Hypertext editors allowing non-expert users to make hypertext links to organize published 

information” [2] Constantanides [3] lists blogs, social networks, communities, forums and content 

aggregators as the five main categories of Web 2.0. These have evolved to what we now know as 

social media according to Kaplan [4] citing Web 2.0 as the ideological and technological foundation 

that built social media.  

 

 1.3 Reputation and social media 

Social media is a wide topic; it ranges from social networks, wikis, blogs, microblogs and online 

communities. Our study focuses specifically on blogs, facebook and Twitter. These three types of 

social media were chosen as they possess different expectation levels of content production and 

different levels of openness. Blogs were chosen because it is an inclusive media, no registry or 

account is required. Thus all citizens with an internet connection have the opportunity to read and 

take part in this media. A blog has no restrictions on the length of content posted and there are no 

restrictions or prohibitions on the nature of the produced content. Facebook was chosen because it 

is one of the largest social networks in the world. Facebook however is more exclusive as it requires 

an account. Twitter was chosen as it is one of the more popular microblogs. On Twitter one is only 

allowed 140 characters, encouraging brief but frequent updates. The different levels of expectations 

and limits on content production give three distinct different ways for politicians to build reputation 

and assert image. 

 

In the blogosphere, reputation building is done through the tone of the blog and the selection of 

content. A blogger may set the tone of ones blog as familiar, professional or business like. This in 

turn is done by word selection, using slang or jargon. The content can likewise reflect how a person 

wants to be perceived. If one would assert their reputation as a professional one would use technical 

jargon when writing about serious topics of discussion. If we on the other hand want to portray us 

as a family man or woman we use a relaxed language when we write about subjects familiar to all 

of us.  

 

On facebook the assertion of ones reputation and image has been customized. TV-shows, recipes, 

cities and people can be “Liked”. Every “Like” is a building stone of our image as is what groups 

you join and the people you know. When writing a blog you must constantly remind your readers 

what you are interested in, dislikes and loves. On facebook there is no need of such as ones groups 

and likes are presented to the reader at a click of a button. Reputation building can also be done in 

real time with the help of “Check-ins”. One simply chooses to notify friends on facebook that you 

are present at a certain location, what location and where can help assert ones image. One can 

“Check-in” at a lecture on fractal equations or at McDonald's with the family, one asserts 

professionalism and one familiarity.  

 

On Twitter possibilities for reputation building are scarcer. It contains the same disadvantage as 

blogs. Readers need to be reminded of the building stones of your reputation. The disadvantage that 

one can only use 140 characters which makes it even harder to assert ones image. The only things 

that can tell others about ones image are your tweets and your list of followers. Therefore Twitter is 

best used by people who already are known to a large group of people and already have established 

a reputation; Twitter then becomes a way to assert this reputation.  

 



 4 Method  

In order to investigate our research question, we needed to a) develop a formal and systematic way 

of finding data and b) apply that method to collect and catalogue social media presence and 

behavior. It is important not to let our own judgments’, preferences and knowledge affect the 

definitions. First, it is important not to be influenced by our own political opinions concerning how 

different politicians appear and behave in social media. Second, it is equally important not to let our 

own implicit methods of finding information distort data or definitions.  

 

As a means of conducting our study, we have therefore constructed a default search persona who 

conducts internet searches in a pre-defined and systematic manner. This persona aims to represent 

an average citizen. A rigid framework to objectively catalog findings in relation to our persona must 

be constructed and followed. We have then used that search persona for investigating Swedish 

members of parliament. 

 

 4.1 Method description 

The basis of this method is: pieces of information on the Internet can be apparent or non-apparent 

depending on different search preferences. Different people have different search preferences and 

thus get different search results. If a person writes a blog that is not found by a particular group of 

people because of their search preferences, this blog does not exist to this group. In order to 

perceive information on the Internet in the way a certain group does, we must replicate their search 

methods and catalog the findings. As different groups in society use different ways of searching for 

information this can lead to polarization. This is true also in politics. Hayes & Turgeon [5] argues 

that levels of candidate polarization—the convergence or divergence of candidates’ issue positions 

affect voter information consumption, recall of campaign information, and the balance of on-line 

and memory-based processing employed in the vote decision.  

 

The method is similar to that of Guy et al. who explored different sources of similarity information 

in social media. Harvesting similarity information may be useful in various scenarios. It may be 

used for information discovery, by making users aware of people who share similar interests and 

who may be commenting on interesting blogs or bookmarking interesting articles [5]. The method 

is also similar to that of content analysis, the main difference being that it is not content that is being 

analysed. As in content analysis the first thing is to determine what we want to find, for example 

company websites, online clothing stores or LinkedIn accounts. Then a second attribute is attached, 

for example company websites that resides in Pasadena California, online clothing stores that ships 

to Poland or Rabbis with LinkedIn accounts.  

 

 4.2 Definitions of social media 

Before going into construction of our search persona, the search objects need to be defined. As 

mentioned above, social media is a wide topic. Definitions of what constitutes as a blog or an 

account are just as wide. For example, if reversed chronological order was the only definition of a 

blog this would mean a newspaper is technically a blog. These definitions can either be that of us or 

that of our persona, this research paper adheres to the latter category. 

 

In order for a website to qualify as a blog in this research some criteria had to be filled. The website 

had to have posts in chronological order. The website had to have been updated at least once since 

January first of 2011. An archive with previous posts had to exist, however not if the blog was 

younger than one month. The last criteria was that the blog had to be politically representative, that 

is a blog belonging to a member of parliament blogging about food or sports would not be taken 

into account. If the website qualified as an attempt at deliberative action a further definitions were 

made. 



 

Facebook accounts were grouped into two categories; Fanpage accounts and personal accounts. The 

personal accounts were in turn categorized as either open or closed. An open account shared 

activities and information; the closed accounts were those who had closed activities and information 

to all that had not been befriended.  

 

To qualify as having a Twitter account a person had to have an avatar of them or represent 

themselves as members of parliament. The account had to have been updated at least once since 

January first of 2011. 

 

 4.3 Definition of usage 

When the definition of search objects has been made, we define how the media can be used. A 

coding manual was constructed listing all 349 members of parliament. For every Member of 

Parliament there were 11 categories. These personal categories were political affiliation, gender and 

age. The blog category included type of blog and host platform. The facebook accounts were 

divided into facebook fanpages, personal facebook, and amount of friends. The Twitter category 

included twitter account, posts and followers. When deciding what type of blog it was the 

categories a blog could adhere to were individual blog, shared blog, information page, old blog and 

removed blog. All websites in the individual blog, and shared blog category was divided into host 

categories. These included Blogspot, Wordpress, newspaper, Webblogg or other. 

 

 



Fig. 1. Coding manual & coding scheme, bottom left coding scheme filled in 

 

Even though a person has a blog, facebook or Twitter account they can be hard to find. Blogs 

usually do not show up because of poor search engine optimization. Google guideline stresses 

among other things; importance of notifying the URL to search engines, having a distinct hierarchy 

and making sure Make sure that search engine spiders can crawl your sites without session IDs [6]. 

Another reason a blog does not show up in the search results is because the author has the same 

name as a more notable person or a very common name. Then this persons search hits will shadow 

that of the person you are looking for. This is also a problem when searching for persons on 

facebook. Searching for Twitter accounts hosts another problem, in contrast to facebook uses 

nicknames. Unless we know the persons nickname we cannot search for them in the Twitter search 

engine, which is why we used a standard Google search when searching for Twitter accounts. 

 

 4.4 Rules 

If a blog was found when searching for Twitter but not during the blog search the person was still 

deemed not to have a blog. When a citizen sets out to find a certain medium of his or hers Member 

of Parliament it is decided that the way that the media expresses itself is of greater importance. The 

searches are done exclusively from each other. If a Member of Parliament is listed as not having a 

blog but appears to write in a shared blog initiative this Member of Parliament is still being deemed 

as to not being a proprietor of a blog. Web pages that specialize in gathering personal information 

and their internet activities were not consulted as these were decided not to be in the citizen’s 

interest. For every new search on Google, facebook and Twitter the search was made from the 

original homepage. These precautions were taken to make the searches resemble original ones. 

 

 4.5 The search persona 

Now we start constructing our search persona from whose viewpoint we seek these things. When 

we have our stereotype we can construct the framework through stating stereotypical rules that 

would apply to our group. We must ask ourselves how much time, effort and knowledge does our 

stereotypical group have when it comes to searching for information. Differences may include types 

of search engines used, time spent on evaluating results and settings. The more knowledge we have 

of our group and their search preferences the more accurate we can determine how they acquire 

information.  

 

When our persona has been defined we then define what definitions the persona has of what we are 

looking for. Next we define how our persona searches after information. At this stage we can begin 

to use our method by following the rules of whom, what and how and cataloging the findings in our 

coding manual. The search will now reveal problems, opportunities and lack of findings. These 

results enable us to adjust our services or marketing accordingly. Several highly defined search 

personas would help us target information or market products.  

 

 4.6 Our Search persona 

The search persona used in our research is rather bland and undefined as it were to reflect the search 

preferences of a typical citizen. Blogs, facebook and Twitter accounts for a certain member of 

parliament was the target for the personas search session. It was decided that our persona of a 

typical citizen does not search extensively for information which is mirrored in the search 

framework for blogs, facebook and Twitter accounts. A standard Google search and screening of 2 

pages of search results was deemed as the limit of the search personas session. In the same manner 

the first two pages of search results on facebook were screened, however a secondary search was 

made in with a standard Google search. As Twitter uses nicknames the search was made using the 



standard Google search. It is important to remember that the goal is not to find out if the MP has a 

blog or facebook/Twitter account but if the MP's has a blog or account visible to our search persona. 

 

When the coding manual for our persona has been defined we can now start our process of 

searching for information and to fill in the coding scheme for each of the individual members of 

parliament.  

 

 Blogs 

The search for blogs was conducted with a standard Google search (see Fig. 1). The name and party 

affiliation was copied from corresponding page on www.riksdagen.se to avoid the misspelling of 

names. The name and affiliation was pasted into the Google search engine together with the 

Swedish word “blogg”. A Google search was then made and the first two pages were screened. If a 

link appeared to be a blog of the corresponding MP this link was examined more closely. If a 

clicked link contained a further link to a presumptive blog this was examined.  

 

The second stage was to determine what category of blogs was presented. Then platform host of the 

blog was recorded. 

 

The search flow seen in Fig. 2. was used during the blog searches. A different persona would have a 

different search flow, a persona with expertise in our context would maybe use search tools or 

specific webpages that specialize in grouping information. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Standard Google search 

 

http://www.riksdagen.se/


 Facebook 

The facebook searches were conducted with a logged in account. The name of the MP in question 

was put into the facebook search field but in contrast to the Google search, without the party 

affiliation. When text is introduced to the facebook search window it produced a list of potential 

people that the user is looking for. At the bottom of the list is a button named “Show all results” 

which was pressed to produce the full list of search results. If a picture corresponded to the one on 

the Riksdag webpage this page was investigated more thoroughly. If the MP was not found in the 

first batch of search results more search results were added by extending the list of search results, 

this was made two times. To find a corresponding facebook Fanpage the search was extended to 

include the “page” search when the results from the search were fully listed.  

 

If the MP was still not found a standard Google search was made, the name from the Riksdagen 

webpage was pasted into the Google search window and the word “facebook” was added.  If the 

Member of Parliament still not had shown up after the standard Google search it was concluded that 

no corresponding facebook account existed. 

 

When a believed MP´s facebook account it was first determined if the account stated that the person 

was a MP. If the person stated that he or she was a member of the Swedish Parliament it was 

deemed to be politically representative. Both the personal information box on the users left hand 

side was read as well as the “Info” page. 

 

The next step was to decide whether the page was open or closed. If the page allowed other users 

who were not friends to see the Wall function it was deemed to be an open facebook account. If the 

facebook account showed the number of friends these were recorded. Fig. 3. shows the search flow 

that was used during the facebook searches. This specific search flow can be used in other context 

when systematically searching and mapping different groups on facebook.  

 
Fig.3. Standard facebook search 



 

 Twitter 

As Twitter has fewer members then facebook the search for Twitter accounts was also made with a 

standard Google search. The name and political affiliation was copied from the Riksdag webpage 

and pasted into the Google search window with the added word “twitter”. The first two pages of the 

search results were scanned for possible Twitter account. If Google batched up twitter results the 

first and second page of the full Twitter result list was screened for corresponding results. If still no 

account was found a last search on Twitters homepage without being logged in was conducted. If 

this did not yield results it was concluded that the MP did not have a Twitter account. If the MP did 

have a Twitter the information widget on the user’s right hand side was checked and the amount of 

tweets and the number of followers were recorded.  

 

 5 Results 

Using the method outlined above, we developed a search persona and followed the steps outlined 

above. We found that out of the 349 members of parliament only 181 were actively blogging.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Blog average by party 

 

Out of the eight parties the Liberal party had the most blogs in contrast their number of parliament 

seats with 91.6 percent of their MP's blogging. The Sweden democrats had the lowest number with 

only 25 percent in relation to their number of parliament seats.  

 



 
Fig. 5. Type of blogs 

 

166 of the 181 blogs there were individual blogs, only 15 members of parliament shared a blog.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. The different platforms 

 

Members of parliament preferred independent blog hosts, Blogspot and Wordpress were the most 

popular ones.  

 



 
 

Fig. 7. Liberal parties individual blog platforms 

 

The Liberal party uses mainly Blogspot as a platform when they blog individually. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The Left parties individual blog platforms 

 

The Left party mainly uses Wordpress as a platform when they blog individually.  

 



 
 

Fig. 9. facebook accounts 

 

Out of 349 members of parliament 275 had a facebook account of some sort. Out of these 151 were 

closed accounts. Only 47 members of parliament had a Fanpage facebook account, some as a 

compliment to their personal account.  

 

7 out of the 8 parties had a 75 percent or higher facebook rate. The Sweden democrats had 55 

percent of their parliament members on facebook. The 275 accounts had a total of 225 913 friends, 

an average of 821 friends per account.  

 

89 active Twitter accounts were found. In all the members of parliament including old accounts had 

produced 142 884 tweets.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Twitter account by party 

 

We can see that the Sweden democrats and the Christian Democrats have the highest average 

Twitter use. 

 



 
 

Fig. 11. Media usage by age 

 

Facebook and Twitter use drops off as the members of parliament gets older, blogging however is 

through all ages. 

 

 6 Analysis 

The fact that 168 members of parliament did not blog could be attributed to the widespread use of 

party affiliated information pages. These are usually rarely updated and contain information about 

the Member of Parliament as well as a recording of their political actions. It could be possible that 

some politicians relay on these as a means of information towards the public. This suggests that 

roughly half of the members of parliament have not made the transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 as 

these information pages have the static quality of one way communication. The Sweden democrats’ 

low activity in both blogging and facebook could be contributed to their recent arrival in parliament 

politics. We can see a clear difference in between the Liberal party and the Left party when it comes 

to blog platforms. These numbers could reveal media strategies in both parties.  

 

Facebook was a far more popular social media for the members of parliament. This may be 

contributed to the low level of expectations when it comes to content production. It is easy to tell if 

a blog or a Twitter account is inactive since all the information is public, facebook on the other hand 

have private messaging capabilities. Simply because the “Wall” function does not contain any new 

posts we cannot determine that this account is inactive. Therefore every facebook account was 

marked as active. Rather few members of parliament used Fanpages even though it is the preferable 

type of account on facebook for politicians. Sweden however is a small country and the weight of 

accepting friend requests is that parallel to that of for example an American politician. 

 

The low number of Twitter accounts could be contributed to the fact that Twitter has a high 

expectation of content production. When speaking of facebook friends and followers on Twitter it is 

important to remember that these numbers are not unique. A person who is friends with one 

Member of Parliament on facebook can also be friends with another member, a person following 

one Member of Parliament on Twitter can follow another. 

 

As we can see in Fig. 11. the younger a Member of Parliament is the more they use social media. 

This suggests that in a few years the average use of social media in parliament will rise if the young 

Members of parliament keep using social media. 

 



 7 Discussion 

These results reflect the members of parliament’s presence in social media to the average Swedish 

citizen. Further research would include more precisely defined search persona being used to map 

search paths. Another undertaking would be to compare the real number of blogs, facebook and 

Twitter accounts to our findings to see exactly who or what is missing. During the search for blogs 

and accounts several members of parliament known to have blogs and social media accounts were 

not found through our search framework. Swedish politicians have in the past been critiqued for 

using social media as a means of communicating with each other rather than the public. A 

comparison would yield who is only talking to their fellow politicians and ignoring the public. 

The result of the comparison could also be a lack of knowledge about search engine optimization.  

 

The methodology incorporated design of a persona. The persona we used is a generic one, to be 

thought of as default definition of a citizen who attempts to find information about politicians in 

social media. In future studies, it could be interesting to explore more specific personas, e.g. young 

or old voters, rural or urban ones, etc. These different personas would have different definitions of 

what constitutes politicians’ presence in social media and could therefore be used to investigate how 

various sections of the population perceive the political landscape on the internet. Our framework 

can be used in other countries with other group’s of politicians. Comparing results from other 

countries could reveal if perhaps ideology affects the use of social media in some way. It could also 

expose different party strategies for social media in different countries. Our methodology can also 

be used to map how other areas of the internet is perceived by different groups in society and 

especially how they get to these areas.  

 

Another suggestion is to extend the method to contacting politicians with different personas to see if 

the politicians respond at all or if some groups are favored.  

 

As we develop more and more accurate search personas, we will be able to see the internet and its 

information through eyes different from our own. This can help us market products or target 

information in a more efficient way in the future. 
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